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„What was the Truth? German Camps, Polish Heroes” is a project aimed against mendacious
phrases such as „Polish concentration camps”. We are promoting the accounts of Polish heroism
during World War II.
The heroes of our story are German concentration camp survivors. Their accounts and testimonies
serve as a call for historical justice to preserve the memory of the victims and the perpetrators
of the genocide carried out in German-occupied Poland.
The project is being carried out by the Łukasiewicz Institute, an NGO that promotes initiatives
aimed at restoring true historical accounts and promoting knowledge of major events and figures
in the history of Poland. We celebrate Polish heroism, promote patriotic attitudes and foster
national pride.
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Lies about
“Polish death camps”

F

 reign media often perpetuate mendacious information and phrases such as “Polish death
o
camps/Polish concentration camps”. In 2008–2014 alone, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs
had to take measures against more than 600 uses of the term. These harmful reports appeared in the media in 35 different countries, for example the United States (110), the United
Kingdom (97) and Germany (77).

The phrase “Polish death camps” may have a xenophobic undercurrent and defames Poland – the
country worst affected by the barbaric policies of Nazi Germany. The term suggests that Polish people were responsible for the crimes committed in German concentration camps.
What was the truth? The Polish state was never involved in establishing the camp network, never
administered it and never derived any benefits from it. Throughout World War II, Poland refused to
collaborate with Nazi Germany and was always in coalition with the Allied Forces.
It was Nazi Germany and not Poland that administered the areas in which the concentration
camps were established. Set up in German-occupied Poland, the camps were operated by the
SS, a military formation that would never have admitted any Poles to their ranks. The fact that
memorials to German concentration camps are located in today’s Poland does not justify those
who, unwittingly or not, use phrases such as “Polish concentration camps”.
Auschwitz-Birkenau, German Nazi Concentration and Extermination Camp, which remains the
symbol of German atrocities, was set up initially as a concentration camp for Poles and later Soviet
prisoners of war. Right from the outset, the legitimate Polish authorities sounded the alarm worldwide about the tragedies happening in the camps. The heroic mission of the Polish cavalryman,
Witold Pilecki, who volunteered to become an KZ Auschwitz prisoner, provoked little to no reaction
from the Allies.
Many Polish people showed exceptional valour in the face of the mass extermination industry created by the SS in the network of German concentration camps. They stood up to the evil and paid
the ultimate price. One such heroic martyr was Saint Maksymilian Kolbe, a monk who died in terrible circumstances when he gave up his life to save a fellow inmate.
Those who suggest that Poland was complicit in the German mass extermination programme by using
the term “Polish death camps” commit a hate crime against the Poles. Survivors of the German concentration camps are particularly affected by this phenomenon. The victims of German pseudo-medical experiments and the Polish resistance fighters who risked their lives to fight the German invaders,
and who were incarcerated in these camps as a result of their bravery, still live in Poland. Concentration camp survivors experienced a veritable hell on earth. Despite their age or ill health, they still bear
witness to these tragic events. It is the duty of each and every one of us to pass on their testimony.
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Karol Tendera: The Forgers
of History Must Be Punished
I feel defiled. I am being accused of genocide, but it’s me who’s the victim. Karol Tendera, a KZ Auschwitz
survivor, feels very strongly about the foreign media and their reports on “Polish concentration
camps”. The 95-year-old from Kraków puts a lot of energy and determination into dispelling
historical negationism. He even took legal action against ZDF, the German TV station.
When Karol Tendera heard that ZDF was reporting on “Polish death camps in Majdanek and
Auschwitz”, he knew he had to do something about this. He sued the TV station, demanded
an apology and a donation of 50 thousand euros for social causes. I want the forgers of history to
apologise to our state authorities and the entire nation. I want them to be punished for the smear campaign, he says.
When the German occupation of Poland began in 1939, Karol Tendera was only 18 years old (he was
born in 1921 in Kraków). He attended the Mechanical Vocational School in Krupnicza Street, and he
was taken straight from the school grounds in 1940 and transported to Germany to become a slave
labourer. He worked for two years as a car mechanic in a slave labour camp in Hanover. In May 1942,
he managed to escape and returned to Nazi-occupied Poland. He had only a few months to enjoy his
freedom, before being arrested in January 1943. He was first transferred to the Gestapo headquarters
in Pomorska Street, and later on to the prison in Montelupich Street.
In February 1943, Karol Tendera was transported to KZ Auschwitz. Hunderttausendvierhundertdreißig [100430 – editor’s note] was my name at the camp, he recalls as he quickly recites in German
his camp number that is still tattooed on his forearm. He was horrified by the place he had ended
up. It was sheer hell. We were immediately told that it was a labour camp, not a health resort, and we
would never leave it alive. The only way out was through the chimney stacks of the crematoria, says
Karol Tendera.
He still remembers every single day in KZ Auschwitz and Birkenau: the gruelling hours of digging the
trenches, the pain from the blows, the hunger, and the thirst. I was sure I was going to die, he admits.
He managed to survive, but freedom was still far away. In autumn 1944, Karol Tendera was transported to KZ Flossenbürg, a satellite German camp in Litoměřice, in the Czech Republic, where he was
detained until the end of the war.
While in Auschwitz, I joined an underground organisation set up by Witold Pilecki. I can proudly say that
I was defending my country. I risked my life for the nation. That is why Karol Tendera feels so strongly
about phrases such as “Polish concentration camps”, which puts the responsibility for German-inflicted atrocities onto their Polish victims. I have to constantly disclaim and explain what
really happened. For instance, I was once asked by an elderly German lady about the people we, the Poles,
detained and murdered in the camps.
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Julian Wieciech: We Need
to Tell the Truth
Julian Wieciech has lost count of how many times he was tortured by the SS. Within the
span of a few months, he was sent to three different concentration camps. The Germans
told us that the only way out for us was through the chimney stacks of their crematoria, says Julian
Wieciech, a Home Army soldier and survivor of the KZ Gross-Rosen and KZ Bergen-Belsen camps.
Julian Wieciech was arrested in his family home in the village of Lipnica Dolna on the
morning of Sunday 29 October 1944. He was only 17 years old at the time. He was taken
away to the prison in Bochnia for interrogation. Brutally beaten and repeatedly kicked, he tried
to persuade his captors that his name was Kwiecień and that he worked as a farmhand at the
Wieciech family estate. Ensign Julian Wieciech – pseudonym Skrzat (Dwarf) – had made his name
by taking part in a spectacular operation carried out in the Nowy Wiśnicz jail to rescue 128 political prisoners who had been consigned to KZ Auschwitz for extermination. However, he continued trying to convince the Germans that he did not know the Home Army existed. His desperate
attempts were unsuccessful. At the beginning of December 1944, Julian Wieciech entered KZ
Gross-Rosen through the gate inscribed with the slogan Arbeit macht frei (Work sets you free).
The inmates were tortured on a daily basis. They might be killed for no reason at all. I remember one day someone deliberately stepped on our block leader’s cat. The inmates told him it was me.
The block leader went berserk. He began punching and kicking me, and when I fell to the floor, he trampled on me. He was sure I was dead and he had my body taken away to a shed, says Julian Wieciech.
He would not have survived had it not been for some inmates who saw he was still breathing.
The hardship of the camps, even at its worst, would never break Julian Wieciech. He
remained loyal to the Home Army ethic and refused to collaborate with the Germans.
When the SS told him to beat a praying priest, he had no qualms about saying no. He was whipped
severely in return. The priest shouted at me: “Hit me, God will forgive you. Hit me or they’re going to
kill you.” I just couldn’t do it, he says.
On 8 February 1945, KZ Gross-Rosen was evacuated. Julian Wieciech was transferred to KZ Mittelbau-Dora, and after several weeks he was moved to KZ Bergen-Belsen. He was one of the lucky
few who survived the many days’ journey in packed trains, without sufficient water or food supplies. The camp was his final destination.
Every day at KZ Bergen-Belsen was a struggle for survival. On 15 April 1945, a car entered
the camp, driven by a British officer who told the inmates in seven different languages
that they were free, Julian Wieciech was barely alive. His emaciated body weighed only 36
kg. The doctors gave him ten minutes to live.
The Polish government has to fight against Holocaust denial. To show the world how many people died
at the hands of the Germans, says Julian Wieciech emphatically.
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Lidia Maksymowicz:
The World’s Largest
Necropolis
Lidia Maksymowicz is the longest KZ Auschwitz child survivor. She still carries the injection and vaccination scars on her body that are the marks of Dr Mengele’s inhumane experiments. I was one of the lucky few to survive. Apparently, it was God’s will for me to bear witness
to the place that the Germans converted into the world’s largest necropolis, says Lidia Maksymowicz.
Minsk, Belarus: a cold November night in 1943. German soldiers are leading hundreds of people
to cattle wagons, which are soon to depart for German-occupied Poland. The train is heading
for KZ Auschwitz. A three-year-old girl, at that time called Lyudmila Botcharova, is one of the
ill-fated crowd. Children like me were taken to Auschwitz because they were needed as guinea pigs
for Dr Mengele and his pseudo-medical experiments, explains Lidia Maksymowicz.
A small child at the time, Lidia Maksymowicz has a very good memory of what happened in the
camp. The Germans wanted to extract as much as they could from the prisoners. The children, for example, were used as blood donors for the German soldiers. All this was just dreadful, she recalls. She
managed to survive only because she was strong and healthy when she arrived in KZ Auschwitz.
Starving and emaciated, children from the ghetto had no chance of survival. They were fated to die at
the hands of German murderers, explains Lidia Maksymowicz.
Little Lidia (at that time Lyudmila) was separated from her mother, who was evacuated from the
camp and forced to join the Death March heading for the West. The girl remained in KZ Auschwitz
until the arrival of the Red Army on 27 January 1945. Following the camp’s liberation, the child
was taken in by the Rydzikowski couple from the town of Oświęcim. After fifteen months of the
KZ Auschwitz ordeal she finally had a family home.
Lidia Maksymowicz found her biological mother 17 years later. However, she decided never to
return to Belarus. She says she is too grateful to her Polish foster parents.
Lidia Maksymowicz believes that her duty as a survivor is to bear witness to what really
happened in KZ Auschwitz. The camps were set up by the Germans, after all; and it’s the Germans
who invaded Poland. They established torture camps for many European nations. I think that writing
and speaking about “Polish” camps is a disgrace. Those who do so offend and harm Poland and the
Polish people, says Lidia Maksymowicz indignantly.
That is why Lidia often attends meetings with young people. She does this to tell them the truth.
I sometimes speak to young people from Germany. When I tell them about the atrocities, they find it
very difficult to believe. They are surprised that this hell on earth was their grandparents’ doing. Lidia
admits that she does not know the cause of this terrible tragedy. How is it possible that a nation
as refined as Germany, with so many eminent writers, artists and composers, could have bred people
capable of such atrocities? she wonders.
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Fryderyk Jakimiszyn:
I Saw More Dead than Alive
in the Camps
The camps were set up by the Germans and were operated by the Germans. The Germans murdered
the prisoners. The Germans cremated the bodies. Polish people had nothing to do with it. There were
no Polish people there, only anonymous numbers.
Fryderyk Jakimiszyn was born in 1927 in Kraków. He was a Home Army soldier, and is a survivor of
the Gross-Rosen concentration camp. On 16 January 1945, seventeen-year-old Fryderyk Jakimiszyn
entered the gates of KZ Gross-Rosen in today’s Lower Silesia. The entire area was surrounded by
barbed wire electric fences. The sweetish odour of incinerated human bodies produced by the relentless crematoria lingered in the air. Fryderyk Jakimiszyn will not forget this moment to his dying day.
Constant beating and hunger produced a sense of anxiety and humiliation, helplessness and sometimes complete despair, recalls Fryderyk Jakimiszyn. The gruelling toil at the nearby marble quarry only added to
the prisoners’ misery. We would work from dawn till dusk. Many prisoners died in the process, he says.
On 8 February 1945, the evacuation of KZ Gross-Rosen began. Fryderyk was transferred to Mittelbau-Dora satellite camp near Nordhausen, where a massive German armaments plant was located.
At the beginning of April 1945, he attempted an escape during one of the American air raids. Even
though the guards fired their machine guns at the fugitives, I managed to flee the camp along with several
other prisoners, says Fryderyk Jakimiszyn. His freedom was not to last for too long, however, as he was
captured by a German patrol and transferred to Heinkel, the Sachsenhausen satellite camp in Oranienburg, where he was forced to perform slave labour. He still remembers the Germans and their sense
of inevitable defeat. Even so, German orderliness and strict discipline were upheld to the very end, and the
killing of the defenceless was rampant, he recalls.
It was by sheer miracle that Fryderyk Jakimiszyn escaped death. When the order to evacuate the
camp was given, he took advantage of the haste and chaos among the guards and hid in a dugout,
which was used as a bomb shelter. He was tracked down after two hours and taken away to the roll
call area. The decision was made to execute him in front of other prisoners, so that everyone would
know what their insubordination might bring. Looking into the eyes of death, I resorted to one final
act of desperation: I knelt and sobbed and cried for forgiveness. I kissed the German soldier’s boots and
shrieked: “I’m still a child, only seventeen years old, I want to go back to my mum.” I was repeatedly hit
with a rifle butt and felt absolutely nothing, says Fryderyk Jakimiszyn.
His dramatic plea was successful. Fryderyk Jakimiszyn escaped with his life. He and other prisoners joined the Death March to Berlin, which continued its defence right up to the end of the
Second World War. Prisoners were decimated by hunger, disease, and fatigue. The weakest
prisoners were shot at the back of their heads, so as not to slow down the march. The roadside trenches were strewn with dead bodies. I saw more dead people than alive in the camps and
during evacuation, he says bitterly.
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Stefan Lipniak:
The Concentration Camps
Cannot Go down in History
as “Polish”
So many German atrocities, so much torment, so many tears… How is it that these camps are now Polish
all of a sudden? wonders Stefan Lipniak, now aged 92, who went through the hell of four different
German camps: ZAL Klein Mangersdorf, Arbeitserziehungslager Rattwitz, ZAL Markstädt, and KZ
Auschwitz III Monowitz.
For Stefan Lipniak, his blissful youth and happiness came to an end at the tender age of 17. He
was arrested by the Gestapo on the night of 26 June 1941. He and many other people were victims
of the organisation of a high-ranking SS officer Albrecht Schmelt, who had come up with the
idea of deporting thousands of young Polish and Jewish people to forced labour camps in Upper
Silesia. The Germans carried out massive construction works, and they needed countless numbers of
strong and fit men. However, their design was also to destroy the Polish nation through slave labour,
says Stefan, who was one of many builders of the motorway in the Gliwice area.
The prisoners would work 14 to 16 hours a day. Despite the gruelling workload, they received only one meal a day. Little or no relief could be expected from a good night’s sleep,
as the camp was rife with bugs and lice.
Stefan Lipniak was detained in ZAL Klein Mangersdorf for a year. He then went to Arbeitserziehungslager
Rattwitz and ZAL Markstädt, and ended up in KZ Auschwitz III in 1944. He was transferred to KZ Auschwitz
III Monowitz to work for the German chemical holding IG Farben, which relied heavily on cheap or forced
labour. At KZ Auschwitz III, Stefan Lipniak faced the same conditions as in the other camps: cramped
spaces, starvation, violence and death. Three or four people in my team died every day. They were immediately
replaced with new ones, explains Lipniak. According to the estimates provided by the Auschwitz-Birkenau State Museum, about ten thousand people working for IG Farben alone died in KZ Auschwitz.
Despite the back-breaking work and terrible living conditions, Stefan Lipniak managed to survive.
Having no intention of waiting passively for his liberation, he fled German imprisonment in dramatic
circumstances. He escaped with the Death March convoy. With the Red Army advancing to the West,
KZ Auschwitz-Birkenau and Monowitz were hastily evacuated. It was absolutely freezing and we were
driven on foot to the West. A lot of people died during the march from exhaustion, starvation and freezing
weather… The SS officers would have killed a prisoner like me without batting an eye, says Stefan Lipniak.
With the end of World War II, Stefan Lipniak decided to focus on his lifelong passion: football.
He worked as a referee in the Małopolska regional divisions for over twenty years. Despite his age, he
still has an extremely detailed memory of the atrocities. Whenever he hears about “Polish camps”,
his voice begins to crack with emotion. It’s just terrible to say these were Polish camps. It’s disgraceful
and unacceptable. The camps just cannot go down in history as “Polish”, says Stefan Lipniak.
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Halina Krzymowska:
The Germans Treated Us
Like Scum
Halina Krzymowska, a KZ Ravensbrück survivor, finds it impossible to accept that the foreign press repeatedly writes news items about “Polish concentration camps”. The people
who do this haven’t got the foggiest idea of those times and the tragedy. Someone has to tell the truth!
says Halina Krzymowska.
She is very brief and yet moving in her account of the atrocities that were inflicted on those living
in the camps. The Germans treated us like scum. They could hit us, kick us and kill us as they pleased.
There was no one to come to our rescue, says Halina Krzymowska.
She experienced all this as soon as she entered the camp. I got my number and my badge assigned
and I immediately passed out. As soon as my mum saw a high-ranking SS officer, she ran up to him
and started to beg for help. Other Germans pounced on her and injected her with a poisonous drug.
My mum only survived by a miracle, she says.
Halina Krzymowska was born in 1927 in Warsaw. She was the daughter of Jan Kamienobrodzki,
a high-ranking civil servant at the Bank Polski. As a child, she attended the same school as the
daughters of Marshal Józef Piłsudski. In September 1939, twelve-year-old Halinka was just about
to start high school, when the outbreak of war suddenly stood in her way.
The teenager left Poland with her mother and brother in a convoy that was evacuating the Bank
Polski reserves. The family crossed Ukraine, Romania and Yugoslavia, and eventually, with a group
of other Polish people, ended up in the Isle of Krk in today’s Croatia. They spent several years on
the island, far from the ravages of war. But this all came to an end in 1944 when Krk was invaded
by the Germans, who arrested the Polish citizens. The Kamienobrodzki family were separated:
Halina and her mother were transferred to KZ Ravensbrück; her younger brother ended up in an
orphanage in Kraków. He was sent to a Germanisation centre for children. They would undergo special training to become German, says Halina.
In the camp, Halina worked in the sewing room and as a builder on the SS officers’ houses. After
the World War II she and her mother moved to Sweden for a while, and then later returned to Poland where they finally settled in Kraków. The atrocities of war she witnessed as a teenager would
never put a damper on her happiness and vitality. She has been extremely active for many years:
she enjoyed mountaineering and skiing, and toured Poland on a motorbike with her husband.
Halina Krzymowska is happy to share her memories. She is adamant about one thing: the
truth must always be told. The death camps were only built in Poland. But they were established
and operated by the Germans. We must keep remembering this.
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under
Nazi-German
Occupation
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Poland Paid the Ultimate
Price in World War II
On 1 September 1939, Poland was invaded by Nazi Germany. This began World War II, the
largest military conflict in the history of mankind. Poland suffered the most: it is estimated
that during the war, 6 million people – about 22 per cent of the Polish population, died or were
forced to relocate, or were deported. The brutal occupation of Poland by Nazi Germany caused
irreversible damage, which is still felt and seen today.
Taken by surprise, and without the military support of her allies, Poland stood no chance
against the overwhelming power of the invaders, notwithstanding the heroic struggle put up
by the Polish army and civilians. On 17 September 1939, Poland was attacked from the east by
the Soviet Union, which fulfilled the provisions of the clandestine Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact.
The two totalitarian regimes, Nazi Germany and the Soviet Union, obliterated the sovereign
Polish state.
After the invasion, the Polish government refused to sign the act of capitulation to the
Germans, which resulted in extremely brutal repressions, including mass executions of
the civilian population. Throughout World War II, Poland remained an active member
of the Allied Forces and was Europe’s only government that refused any form of collaboration with the Germans.

The German invaders instituted a reign of terror in Poland and instituted policies that were designed
to deprive the Poles of their national identity. The German administrative measures served two major
goals: to complete the Germanisation process and benefit the Third Reich. Hans Frank, the Governor
General of German-occupied part of Poland, said: I received a command to ruthlessly pillage the invaded
Eastern territories; my goal is to ruin them economically, socially, culturally and politically.
The German plan was to eradicate Polish identity in any shape or form by pillaging and destroying the cultural heritage and putting a stop to the political and social life of the Polish
nation. Any form of resistance against the Nazi-German authorities would end in bloodshed.
The presence of the Nazi-German administration was felt almost everywhere. Street and city
names were changed to German, and the largest squares were renamed to celebrate Adolf
Hitler. The Gothic font, which was the Nazis’ favourite, was used to emphasise their rule.
The action that targeted the Polish elite was one of the main measures to force Germanisation
in the territories incorporated into the Third Reich. The Intelligenzaktion was designed to exterminate the opinion-formers in Polish society. About 100,000 citizens, who were particularly
vital to Poland’s infrastructure (including teachers, scientists, clergy, doctors, lawyers and former soldiers) were murdered in mass executions, or deported to German concentration camps,
where only a few managed to survive. Children were exposed to the Germanisation process. It is
estimated that throughout World War II, about150,000 young Polish citizens were displaced from
Poland to Germany.
Each and every Pole feared for his or her life and the lives of their nearest and dearest.
Poland’s Nazi-German invaders thought nothing of the international humanitarian law.
They administered the most severe repressions for the slightest offence often for no reason other than to induce fear in people and force them into total submission.

Every
Sixth Polish
Citizen
Died
in 1939–1945
World War II
victim percentage
by country

Soviet Union
14%

The Invasion of Poland 1939. Civilian victims of an air raid.
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Yugoslavia
11%

Poland
17%

Germany
10%

Source: historyplace.com
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Greece
7%

The Invasion of Poland 1939. An air raid and the burning
Royal Castle in Warsaw.
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The Polish Underground
State: Unprecedented
Resistance against Nazi
Germany
The resistance movement against Nazi Germany operated in a number of European
countries throughout World War II. However, the Polish Underground State was
undoubtedly the largest resistance movement in the whole of Europe.
In contrast to France or Belgium, no legitimate Polish authorities would collaborate with their
German invaders. The Poles created the overseas-governed underground state in the areas invaded by Nazi Germany and the Soviet Union. The government structure was divided into ten
or so departments that were very much like pre-war ministries. Several hundred thousand Poles
risked their lives in the service of their underground state.
The military structures were the first to emerge. In September 1939, an underground military organisation was set up. Reporting directly to the Polish government-in-exile, it gave rise to what is now
known as the Home Army. This was the largest military organisation in German-occupied Poland, and at its height, counted about 380,000 members. It also boasted extended field structuresoutside Warsaw. The Home Army carried out numerous sabotage and intelligence actions, and they
also provided aid to the Jewish resistance fighters during the Warsaw Ghetto Uprising. The organisation’s main goal was to create a regular army that would be able to seize the country’s independence.

Military and civilian jurisprudence was also present during Nazi-German occupation. The underground Polish courts held clandestine sessions in which they dealt death sentences to those
who performed activities detrimental to the Polish nation, and those who for their own benefit
denounced and turned in the Jews to the Germans. There was zero tolerance for collaborating
with the Germans. The Poles who did collaborate were treated as traitors.
The underground judicial system passed hundreds of death sentences on German officials and
their collaborators. Justice was served, even on Franz Kutschera, the SS and Police Leader in the
Warsaw District of the General Government. The German criminal was sentenced to death by the
Polish judicial system for launching a reign of terror against the civilian population that included
mass executions and numerous round-ups in the streets of Warsaw. The sentence was carried out
by a Home Army unit.
Draconian punishments were meted out for any form of resistance against the Nazi-German
authorities. Service to the Underground Polish State was punishable by death or deportation to
a concentration camp. One of the persons affected was General Stefan Rowecki, pseudonym Grot
(“Arrowhead”), the most prominent figure of the Polish Underground State and the Home Army’s
founder. Soon after his capture by the Gestapo in July 1943 he was transferred to Sachsenhausen. He was tortured and repeatedly encouraged to form an alliance between the Home Army and
Nazi Germany against the Soviet Union, and later, to stop the Warsaw Uprising. The General
remained adamant and was eventually executed.
Many civilians arrested for underground activity also died in the Nazi-German camps.
The underground education system provided tuition to over one million Polish people
throughout the war. Nine thousand teachers and over 600 academic lecturers paid the
ultimate price for their activities.
The Roman Catholic Church in Poland also suffered repressions. Father Maksymilian Kolbe was only
one of thousands of Polish priests who lost their lives in the Nazi-German concentration camps.

Underground Education
in Nazi-Occupied Poland

l 1,500,000 pupils

l 7,000 university students
l 9,000 teachers killed

l 640 professors and PhD students killed
Source: http://www.niedziela.pl/artykul/102086/nd/
W-70-rocznice-powstania-Tajnej

The Warsaw Uprising. Home Army soldiers liberate KZ Warschau.
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The Polish Underground State. Clandestine classes.
Łopiennik 1941.
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Hell on Earth:
Nazi-German Death
and Concentration Camps
There has never been such a thing as “Polish” death and concentration camps. The places
where millions of innocent people were tortured and murdered ruthlessly were established by Nazi Germany. The Germans created a network of extermination camps with
a design to annihilate various ethnicities. Jewish, Sinti and Roma people were condemned
to death due to their national extraction. Used as slave labour, Polish people died in labour and concentration camps.
The history of the atrocities began in the 1930s during Adolf Hitler’s rise to power in Germany,
when the Nazis created a network of penal institutions for the “enemies of the Third Reich”. The
first concentration camp was set up in Dachau, a town near Munich, Bavaria. Initially, the site was
used to incarcerate political prisoners, Jews, homosexuals, and Jehovah’s witnesses. The inmates,
who were made to perform gruelling labour, were murdered on a regular basis. Over time, the camp
was filled with prisoners from all over German-occupied Europe. Dachau was used as a model for
several equally atrocious extermination sites set up throughout Germany. Following the invasion
of Poland in 1939, similar sites were also established in occupied Polish territories.

On Friday, 14 June 1940, 728 Polish political prisoners entered the gates of KZ Auschwitz.
The German guards immediately shattered their hopes of survival. Karl Fritzsch, Deputy
Commandant of KZ Auschwitz, would greet the newly arrived prisoners with these words:
“This is not a health resort but a German concentration camp, and the only way out for
you is through the chimney stacks of our crematoria. If you don’t like it here, you can always try our electric fences. The Jews in the transport will survive for no longer than two
weeks, the priests for a month, the rest for three months”. The date marks the launch of
KZ Auschwitz, which was a veritable hell on earth.
KZ Auschwitz was established only 10 months after the beginning of World War II and was
specifically designed to annihilate the Polish nation. In the first years of its operation, Polish
people accounted for the largest proportion of the prisoners deported to the camp. The criminal machine was gradually extended.
On 1 March 1942, the second section of the camp, which is otherwise known as KZ Auschwitz
II-Birkenau, was set up in the demolished village of Brzezinka. KZ Auschwitz II-Birkenau became the largest Nazi-German extermination site in the history of the Holocaust. Designed to
serve the German holding IG Farbenindustrie, KZ Auschwitz III-Monowitz was established in
the same year. KZ Auschwitz comprised a total of 48 different satellite camps, where prisoners
were forced into gruelling labour in the service of the German economy.
Unbearable hunger and work beyond human strength, together with violence, torture
and pseudo-medical experiments, were a daily reality in KZ Auschwitz. For the Germans, the prisoners at the camp were mere numbers – worthless digits, devoid of any

Victims of German Death
and Concentration Camps in Figures
l Auschwitz-Birkenau: 1,100,000
l Treblinka: 800,000
l Belzec: 450,000
l Sobibor: 170,000-180,000
l Kulmhof: 200,000
l Lublin/Majdanek: 80,000
l Stutthof: 63,000
l Gross-Rosen: 40,000
l Warschau: 20,000
l Plaszow: 7,000-8,000

Stutthof

Treblinka
Kulmhof
Warschau
Sobibor

Majdanek
Gross-Rosen

Auschwitz-Birkenau

Prisoners from the first Polish transport heading to KZ Auschwitz at the railway station in Tarnów
(several Jewish prisoners can be seen in the crowd).
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Belzec
Plaszow

Source: Institute of National Remembrance
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human value or dignity. Therefore, prison doctors tortured them unscrupulously. A fine
example of one such torture was what is now called “X-ray sterilisation” where men had
their testicles and women their ovaries, irradiated. The process resulted in severe burns
and purulent lesions, which were difficult to heal. Many such cases resulted in death.
The SS officers and guards working in the camp derived particular pleasure from administering
inhumane punishments to the prisoners, who were already exhausted from malnutrition and
gruelling labour. The punishments included public flogging with a wooden stick, incarceration of
several people for up to twenty nights in a cramped room that was just one square metre in size
and with very little air. The prisoners had to stand all night, and also continue to work without
flagging throughout the day.
A particularly severe punishment was administered at the “post”: a prisoner with their hands
tied at the back, would be hung, feet from the ground, from a hook for several hours on end. This
form of torture invariably ended in ruptured arm tendons, which meant the prisoner, unable to
use their hands to work, was doomed to be sent to the gas chambers.
Extermination by gassing was not the only way the Nazi-German personnel murdered
their prisoners. They were also executed by firing squad, public hanging, or starvation.
Around 1.1 million people died in KZ Auschwitz at the hands of the Nazi-Germans:
people of 20 different ethnicities, of different denominations and beliefs, scholars and
factory workers, men, women, children, and the elderly.

KZ Stutthof (about 63,000 victims) and KZ Warschau (about 20,000 victims). The camps were
staffed by the SS.
Nazi-German extermination camps in Poland constitute a whole different category. They
were created with a design to totally annihilate the Jewish population of Europe. Roma
people and Soviet POWs were also murdered in the camps. Extermination camps began to
operate in 1941 in locations such as Chełmno on the Ner, and in 1942 in Bełżec, Sobibór
and Treblinka. KZ Auschwitz-Birkenau and KZ Lublin are in turn considered to be both
concentration and death camps.
Masses of people were murdered in extermination camps over a specific period of time. In Chełmno on the Ner, the victims were pushed into the lorries and suffocated with exhaust fumes. These
mobile gas chambers were used by the Germans to exterminate from 200,000 to 300,000 Jewish
people from Germany, Austria, France, Belgium and the Netherlands as well as Polish people from
nursing homes in Łódź and Włocławek or Polish children from the vicinity of Zamość. Most of the
450,000 of Bełżec victims and the 170,000–180,000 of Sobibór victims were Jewish. Treblinka, where
ca. 800,000 people died, was also designed to institute the "final solution". The Nazi-German
administration began the process of liquidating the camps in December 1942. The last camps
remained until January 1945. The Germans tried to cover up the traces of their barbarous activity.
They destroyed the gas chambers, demolished the barracks, and had the camp areas thoroughly
ploughed and planted with grass.

These barbarous activities were perpetrated not only in KZ Auschwitz, but also in many
other concentration camps throughout German-occupied Poland. In 1940, KZ Gross-Rosen
was set up, where 40,000 people were murdered by 1945. In 1941, KZ Lublin was established,
which goes by the name of Majdanek. About 80,000 people died in that camp. Other Nazi-German concentration camps in Poland include KZ Płaszów (about 7,000–8,000 victims),

Apart from the death and concentration camps, the Nazi-German administration also created
hundreds of other camps in Poland. Forced labour camps accounted for the largest proportion
in the group. Their inmates worked as road builders and farmers. They were also forced to
build fortifications. The camps were notorious for their high fatality rate caused by hunger,
gruelling labour, terror and terrible living conditions. Forced labour camps for Polish people
were in operation until 1945.

A baby found in the crowd of the prisoners liberated by the Red Army in KZ Auschwitz IIBirkenau on 27 January 1945.

A photograph taken by
Sonderkommando members in 1944.
The burning of the Holocaust victims in
KZ Auschwitz II-Birkenau.
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Witold Pilecki:
A Volunteer KZ Auschwitz
Prisoner Bears Witness
to the German Atrocities

On 19 September 1940, he deliberately provoked his capture by the Germans in Warsaw. He entered the notorious gate with the “Arbeit macht frei” inscription on the night of 21 September
1940. The first few days were completely overwhelming. It was as if I had been transported to another
planet, said Pilecki on witnessing the unimaginable ruthlessness of the German camp guards.
Tattooed with the number 4859, the new inmate immediately began his clandestine operation.
He established an underground resistance unit called the Secret Military Organisation. People
under Pilecki's command encouraged mutual aid and fostered morale among the prisoners; they
also provided intelligence to the outside world and prepared their own military units to organise
an uprising and seize the camp. The inside knowledge of what was happening in KZ Auschwitz
was passed on by Pilecki to the Home Army in the reports dispatched by the inmates Pilecki
helped to flee the camp. He escaped KZ Auschwitz after two years of the ordeal.

Not only were we hit with rifle butts in the head, but also our ideals and values that guided us
in life were brutally trampled upon, said Witold Pilecki in his eye-witness account of the
arrival at the camp in Auschwitz. Pilecki is one of the greatest heroes in Poland’s history.
He volunteered to become a KZ Auschwitz prisoner in order to organise a resistance unit
in the camp and pass on reliable information on the fate of its prisoners.

After leaving the camp, Pilecki wrote a number of reports on what was happening behind the fences
and on the activity of his underground organisation. Promoted to the rank of cavalry captain, he
continued his struggle against the German invaders as a Home Army soldier and participated in
the Warsaw Uprising (1944). Following Warsaw’s capitulation, he was transferred to Lamsdorf and
Murnau POW camps. When World War II ended, Pilecki returned to Poland to continue his struggle
against the Soviet invaders. He was arrested by the communists on 8 May 1947. After a ruthless
investigation that involved brutal torture, he was put on a show trial and was sentenced to death.
He was executed on 25 May 1948 with a shot to the back of his head.

In 1940, the Underground Polish State had only fragmentary intelligence on KZ Auschwitz. A
decision was made for the dramatic rumours to be confirmed with eye-witness accounts. The
lethally dangerous mission was taken up by Witold Pilecki, a cavalryman and a veteran of the
Polish-Soviet War (1919–1921) and the September Campaign of 1939.

The intelligence Pilecki collected in KZ Auschwitz is known to be one of the first eye–witness accounts of the German atrocities. It was used by the legitimate Polish authorities to
raise the alarm and to inform the Allied Forces about the tragic situation of the prisoners
and the unprecedented genocide occurring in the camps. The Allies were never to react.

Witold Pilecki before World War II.
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Witold Pilecki in the camp.
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Maksymilian Kolbe:
He Saved a Human Being
and Human Dignity
in KZ Auschwitz
It is July 29 1941. The wailing of the alarm distracts the KZ Auschwitz prisoners away from
their gruelling labour. The Germans assemble a special roll-call to count all the prisoners.
They have discovered that one of the inmates in Block 14A is missing. The rules in the
camp are clear: one missing prisoner means that another ten must die.
The prisoners from Block 14A will have to stand in a line for the rest of the day and through the
night. In the morning Lagerführer Karl Fritzsch stands in front of the frozen crowd. He glares
at the prisoners, points at various individuals and says in German, “Du!” (“You!”). He chooses ten men whose fate will be to die from starvation. One of them is Franciszek Gajowniczek,
a September Campaign veteran and an active member of the Polish resistance movement. My entire body went stiff, and as my fellow inmates later told me, I groaned terribly. I knew I would never see
my wife or children again, he reminisced. Franciszek Gajowniczek, survived the war, though he was
detained in German concentration camps until the very end of the conflict (in October 1944 he was transferred to KZ Sachsenhausen).

As the ten prisoners prepare to leave the roll-call area, something unexpected happens. Father
Maksymilian Kolbe, a Polish inmate and a Franciscan, pushes his way through the ranks. He
comes up to Fritsch, even though in KZ Auschwitz the very act of leaving the line is punishable
by death.
What does this Polish pig want? the furious SS man asks his assistant.
I want to die for him, replies Kolbe, pointing at Gajowniczek.
Who are you?
I’m a Polish Catholic priest.
Why do you want to die for him, sir? enquires the SS man, with marked politeness, unheard of in
a German concentration camp.
He’s got a wife and children.
As you wish.
Ten men head towards the starvation bunker. Kolbe walks at the end of the procession and helps
another condemned man, who is barely able to walk. Naked, the prisoners are thrown into a small
cell, where they are fated to die from cold and hunger. After about ten days the Germans come
and open the bunker to take away their bodies. It turns out that Father Kolbe is still alive. On the
14 August 1941, the Polish monk is murdered by the German guard Hans Bock with an injection
of carbolic acid. The next day his corpse is transferred to the crematorium.
The Polish priest had the courage to show how powerful the love for another human being can be,
even in a place as inhumane as KZ Auschwitz. In 1971, Pope Paul VI beatified the monk, and in
1982, Pope John Paul II canonised him as a martyr. The martyrdom of Maksymilian Kolbe became
the symbol of victory – the victory over the whole system of contempt and hatred for humanity the
Pope said.

Father Maksymilian Kolbe (December 1937).
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Father Kolbe’s last portrait photo (1941).
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Polish Heroes: Righteous
in the face of Atrocity
In German-occupied Poland, an inhumane law was put in place by the Germans. Entire Polish
families would be executed in punishment for the slightest form of support rendered to the
Jewish population. Despite the risk of death, thousands of Poles saved their Jewish neighbours
from extermination.
“Jews who leave their assigned area without suitable authorisation shall be punished by death. Those
individuals who make a conscious effort to hide Jews shall be punished by death. Those who instigate
or are complicit in the crime shall be punished as offenders; an attempted crime shall be punished as
a committed crime”. This is a passage from the directive issued in October 1941 by Hans Frank, the administrative chief of the General Government in German-occupied Poland. The law was ruthless. The
smallest gesture of help to the Jewish population was punishable by death: sharing food, purchasing
goods, and even withholding information on where the Jews were hiding.

The Ulma Family:
Symbol of Polish Heroism
in the Face of Nazi-German
Brutalities
They were a happy loving Polish family. He worked hard to provide for them. She took care
of the hearth and home and raised the children. With their unique bravery in the face of Nazi-German brutalities, the Ulma family became the symbol of heroism in times of adversity.
They epitomise all those Polish people who saved their Jewish neighbours.

The support for the Jewish residents of the German-occupied Poland was provided both individually
and collectively. In December 1942, Żegota, or the Polish Council for Jewish Aid was established. The
organisation worked hand-in-hand with the structures of the Polish Underground State to provide the
Jews with medication, food supplies, shelter and fake documents.
It is difficult to estimate exactly how many Poles helped the Jews. Numerous historians claim that
more than ten people were sometimes involved in saving one Jewish life. Little is known on how many
people lost their lives in the process. To date, it has been established that about 760 Polish people
were executed for helping the Jews. The number of people who were either imprisoned or sent to
concentration camps was much larger. The story of the Ulma family from the little village of Markowa,
now in south-eastern Poland, recalls one of the most dramatic and symbolic episodes in the history of
the “Polish Righteous”. Józef Ulma, his pregnant wife, and their six little children were murdered for
hiding eight Jewish people.
The heroism of the thousands of Poles who saved Jews from their German tormentors is well reflected
in the sheer number of distinctions bestowed upon them by Yad Vashem, the World Holocaust Remembrance Center, and remembered on the martyrs’ and heroes’ national Remembrance Day. To
date, well over 6,000 Poles have been awarded the title of “Righteous Among the Nations”. The medal
presented bears the following inscription: “He Who Saves One Life Saves the World Entire”. The Poles
constitute the largest proportion of all the Righteous. The trees planted in the Yad Vashem Institute
garden are the living memorials to their heroism.

Righteous
Among
the Nations
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Poland
6,620

Netherlands 5,516 France 3,925

Ukraine 2,544 Belgium 1,707

January 2016.
Source: Yad Vashem.

Józef Ulma. Zofia Sagan’s family collection.

Wiktoria Ulma on the farm. Władysław Ulma’s
family collection.

Photos courtesy of the Ulma Family Museum of Poles Saving Jewish People During World War II in Markowa
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The Ulma family lived in the village of Markowa in south-eastern Poland. Józef, despite having
only an education of only four years in primary school and a farming course, was a veritable jack
of all trades. He tried his hand at a tannery, at bee-keeping, at silkworm farming, and as a fruittree grower. He also earned a living as a documentary photographer and volunteered his services
in a library. Wiktoria devoted all her time to raising six small children. They lived a modest but
happy life. They took a life-threatening risk to save two Jewish families (eight people in total)
in mid-1942. They were perfectly aware that if the Germans found out, they would face a firing
squad as was stipulated by the brutal and inhumane law of German-occupied Poland.
It was a cold spring morning on 24 March 1944. The Ulma family home was approached by four
horse-drawn carts carrying a squad of eight German soldiers and Blue-Police officers (a Police
formation consisting of pre-war Polish police officers, who were conscripted by the Nazi-German
administration). Blue-Police officers stayed outside. The Germans were ruthless. They barged in
and murdered three people in their sleep. As soon as they had killed all the Jews, they led Józef
and Wiktoria, who was in the last weeks of her pregnancy, to the front of their house, and unscrupulously killed them while their children stood and watched. They had no mercy for the children,
either. Eight-year-old Stanisław, six-year-old Barbara, five-year-old Władysław, four-year-old
Franciszek, three-year-old Antoni and eighteen-month-old Maria soon joined their parents. Look
and see how the Polish pigs die, Joseph Kokott was reported to have shouted.

The Ulma family home (reconstruction). Photo by Sławomir Kasper.

What made the Ulma family risk their own lives to save others? Base motives, such as monetary gain,
can easily be excluded, since a lot of savings were found with the murdered Jewish families. In all likelihood, the Ulma family did this from compassion for their neighbours. Józef Ulma was known to have
taken a selfless risk to aid another Jewish family. He assisted them in building a dugout in the nearby
forest and regularly brought them food supplies. Although the Germans found the shelter and killed
four people, they were not able to find their helper.
The Bible discovered in their home seems to suggest what values guided the Ulma family in their lives.
Two important passages were marked in their copy. The first to be highlighted was the “Commandment of Love” and the parable of “The Good Samaritan”. The second was on the passage defining
Christian duties: “For if you love only those who love you, what reward have you earned?” (Matthew
5:46, Weymouth New Testatment).

Józef and Wiktoria Ulma’s children. Zofia Sagan’s family collection.

In 1995, Józef and Wiktoria Ulma were posthumously awarded the title of “Righteous Among
the Nations”. In 2010, they were decorated with the Commander’s Cross of the Order of Polonia Restituta by President Lech Kaczyński. Their beatification procedure is under way in the
Vatican. In March 2016, the Ulma Family Museum of Poles Saving Jews in the Podkarpacie
Region was established.
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The Truth
About
Nazi-German
Camps
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Change Has Come
In conversation with Jarosław Szarek,
PhD, President of the Institute of National
Remembrance
Fighting historical lies is one of the most important
tasks of the Institute. What, in your opinion, should you
do to accomplish that?
The Institute of National Remembrance employs over 2,200
people, including eminent academic researchers. This enormous potential can be harnessed to carry out long-term educational campaigns that promote Poland’s recent history. We
want to break through with the true account of Polish history
to international audiences. We need to bear in mind, however, that our success overseas is possible only if we are able to
make our story attractive and engaging
And how do the Institute want to do this?
First of all, we want to do away with shame pedagogy, which has been fostered for many years now.
National identity must be built on positive foundations. This is emphasised in the Preamble to our
Constitution, which says that we should pass on our values and heritage to future generations.
The period of political transformation, which started in the 1990s, was marked by the escape
from history or the focus on its darkest pages. The slogans about the future were so engaging at
the time that they could easily win you the presidential election. The dominant narrative was that
Polish national identity is a burden and we have to become more European. One of the implications
of these attitudes was that mendacious terms such as “Polish concentration camps” began to appear in the global media. Had we taken emphatic and immediate action against this, nobody would
be saying now that Nazi–German camps and Nazi–German death factories were Polish.
For many years we did not know how to tell our unique and beautiful history, including stories
about the Polish Underground State, the heroic Home Army soldiers, the daily resistance against the
invaders and the fact that no Polish government would ever collaborate with the Germans. It is a pity
that the Polish film industry has never created a film about cavalry captain Witold Pilecki, who is
considered by Western historians to have been one of the six most courageous men in World War II.
When are we going to make up ground?
We are doing this already. Much of the credit goes to young people, who began to speak up for
Polish history. These young people are proud to wear our white and red national colours and patriotic clothing. They have turned patriotism into a fashion.
Changes in awareness and attitudes towards history are also visible in other areas. Take our
embassies and consulates for example. Not so long ago, the Polish diaspora could count on little support from the Polish diplomatic service when they began their protest against the term
“Polish camps”. We have seen a marked improvement recently. Another fine example is the Museum of World War II in Gdańsk. Initially, the Museum’s focus was on the universal account of World
War II. However, we can now see the necessity in presenting the Polish perspective more fully.
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Our core duty is to react strongly to every single use of
the term. In most instances the phrase “Polish camps” is
used due to basic historical ignorance.
Each time we point out these mistakes we offer educational value, and that activity should always be on the
Polish historical policy agenda. However, you need to
bear in mind that journalism is changing quickly these
days, and new people are constantly entering the profession. We need to focus more on prevention to really reduce the phenomenon and eliminate the use of the
term “Polish camps” in the news.

Professor Krzysztof
Mikulski,
President
of the Polish
Historical Society

Photo by Andrzej Banaś/Jaskółcza 4, Andrzej Romański

The most important thing is that we are present and visible in places that are frequented by both politicians and
journalists. By “places”, I also mean the most popular
Internet sites in each country. If you are planning to say
or write something about World War II, you are bound
to use an encyclopaedia site like Wikipedia. We need to
watch these websites on a daily basis and make sure
that they provide true information and explain a variety
of problems, for example why the term “Polish camps”
has nothing to do with historical truth. We need to help
people who know little about history to get on the right
track and use trusted sources.
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We Have to Create
a System to Fight
Historical Distortions
In conversation with Professor Andrzej
Nowak, Head of the Department of Eastern
European History, Jagiellonian University,
Kraków
Why do foreign media perpetuate the phrase “Polish
extermination camps”?
There are three major reasons for this. The first is ignorance,
which is rampant in Western societies, as they show little or
no interest in the history of our region. Taking offence will not
solve the problem. We have to fill in this void with educational
campaigns. The best way to do this is through mass culture.
The second reason is arrogance. This sense of superiority
is shared by some of the political elites in the West who believe that people from the East are worse or downright barbarian. They all seem to believe that if the Germans has set up
their camps in the UK or in the US, the English or Americans
would have risked their lives to defend their Jewish neighbours. In contrast, the Eastern European yahoos would have
denounced the Jews. Such beliefs have racist underpinnings
and must be tackled head-on.
There is also a third reason. The one that makes it very difficult to fight phrases such as
“Polish camps”. It is concerned not so much with stereotypes or ignorance but with real interests
that can be described at several different levels.
What levels?
The first level is concerned with money. As part of the settlement with Holocaust victims, the
German government paid out massive damages and made sure that no further claims would come
up in the future. However, some people have an insatiable desire for profit and they purport to be
the victims in order to pursue the claims against other nations and other societies. Unfortunately, their primary target is Poland, even though, in contrast to Lithuania or Ukraine, there was no
organised form of collaboration with the German perpetrators of genocide in Poland.
The second level is concerned with German interest, which is more of a moral than financial nature. The aim of all this is to take the burden of the responsibility off the German memory and share
it with other nations. This is one of the key goals of a historical policy that is deliberately pursued
by Germany. The policy has also a specific political goal: the renaissance of German domination in
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Europe and leaving the long shadow of World War II behind. The narrative goes as follows: the Germans may have started the process, but they would have never been successful without the Poles.
There is also a third party in all this, namely Russia (previously the Soviet Union) and its imperial policies. Immediately after World War II, the Kremlin was keen to persuade the world that
Poland and other countries in Eastern Europe are not worth sympathising with because what
they deserve is Soviet rule. This policy is now being continued. We can see this in the discussion
on the Jedwabne pogrom. The story is undoubtedly sad and worth examining in detail, but it has
been overly publicised to serve the Russian propaganda. It is no wonder, then, that most of the
news about the pogrom come from the Russian press. This is actually easy to interpret: so you
see, Polish people are anti-Semites and the perpetrators of genocide, and yet they have the nerve
to vindicate the Katyn massacre or other moral transgressions on the Russian part.
How can we fight this more effectively?
We have to break through into the market of historical narratives with a true account of what happened during World War II. We have to commemorate the heroism of Poland and an extremely
courageous decision on the part of the Polish government to stand up to two totalitarian regimes:
Nazi Germany and the Soviet Union. We have to do this through the media and mass culture while
gaining as many international partners as possible for the cause; they can join us either for profit
or because they share our ideas. After all, we have a lot of friends globally. We have to harness their
talent to create an organised system that fights the distorted representations of 20th-century history, with particular emphasis on World War II. Our historical policy has been weak and reactive
over the last 27 years. We are able to respond only when the problem has already occurred. There is
no denying that we have to dispel the lies, but we have to become more proactive in the long run.
The incumbent government says that historical policy is one of its key objectives.
Is there room for improvement in fighting historical lies that affect Poland’s reputation?
To be honest, we need more time to assess the government’s activity. There is no way we can do
this after ten months. However, some of the declarations are becoming more tangible. The Ministry of Culture and National Heritage has allocated more money in the budget for historical films.
I would be really happy with an epic and Hollywood-like picture about Witold Pilecki, whose
achievements command a lot of respect both in Poland and internationally.

Photo by Andrzej Banaś/Jaskółcza 4
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Foreign Visitors Are
Surprised with Polish
Courage
In conversation with Mateusz Szpytma,
PhD, the Vice President of the Institute of
National Remembrance*
The Ulma family, who were murdered for providing aid to
Jewish people, have become the symbol of great bravery and
sacrifice. There were more acts of courage such as theirs in
German-occupied Poland.
In fact, there were significantly more families who saved Jewish
people during World War II. Around 1,000 people were murdered
by the Germans in retaliation. The Ulma family have become their
symbol because we happen to know a lot about their life and dramatic death. A lot of memorabilia and testimonies have survived.
The Ulma couple were really wonderful people.
Is it possible to say how many Polish people were involved in
helping Jewish people in German-occupied Poland?
Unfortunately, there is no definite study in this respect. It is estimated, however, that Poles saved
between 40,000 and 100,000 Jewish people throughout World War II. Roughly ten different people
had to cooperate to save one life. So we can safely assume that at least 400,000 Poles were involved
in helping Jewish people. This is a really large figure considering the fact that whole families could
be executed for rendering the slightest form of support to the Jewish population.
What is the awareness of the subject globally?
The issue remains completely unknown outside of Poland. Foreign visitors at the Ulma Family Museum of Poles Saving Jewish People During World War II are most often surprised by the
number of Polish people who were capable of such courage. This is because the stereotypical
representations of Polish people as anti-Semites are still rampant in some societies.
What can we do to fight these stereotypes successfully?
First of all, we have to examine the testimonies and evidence of Polish people saving their
Jewish neighbours and promote it. You can do this with museum exhibitions, for example. I have
no doubts, however, that feature films or documentaries can also be made. Each person who
saved Jewish people and their stories are worth a picture of their own.
We also have to take immediate and firm action against historical denial. The more you educate about the reality of World War II outside of Poland, the less often the lies will appear, along
with the phrases such as “Polish camps”, which are detrimental to Poland’s reputation abroad.
*Mateusz Szpytma is one of the originators of the Ulma Family Museum of the Poles Saving Jewish People During World War II in Markowa
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The most important thing is to take consistent action in order to promote facts
and pursue disclaimers. Ideally, this can be done by embassies, government institutions and NGOs. The second important thing is that we stay equally consistent in presenting our Polish experience and the Polish perspective on the
German occupation of Poland and World War II. We can do this by preserving
the memory of the Righteous and our great heroes such as Jan Karski or Witold
Pilecki. Last but not least, we should also restore the memory of Polish people
and their suffering during World War II. Only few people, even in Poland, realise
that there used to be special concentration camps that were designed specifically for Poles. Take KZ Mauthausen-Gusen for example, where several thousand
Polish people were murdered, including much of the Polish intelligentsia.

Robert Kostro, Head of the Polish History Museum
The key thing in driving the improvements is to work hard and on a daily
basis. This means that we should educate not only opinion-formers but also
the masses of visitors that tour the Museum every day. I do pin my hopes
on these visitors, especially as the Museum attracts young people in huge
quantities. I do hope that the situation will start to show a significant improvement over time. Some things just cannot change overnight or with one
decision.

Piotr M.A. Cywiński, PhD,
Head of the Auschwitz Memorial and State
Museum
Photo by Andrzej Banaś, MHP/Mariusz Szachowski, Wikipedia
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